GHOSTS
Earth in the Twenty-Third Century
Welcome to the new world. Mankind has mastered the energy and resources of the Earth. The climate is our engine. The genome is an open book. 
From the rain-slaked canopy of commerce at the top of the City, to the luminous labyrinth of canals below, the flow of water -- spurred on by solar weatherships -- provides mankind with constantly renewed energy. From the algae that feed the oceanic farming platforms to the scum-slurping eels under the city, each piece of the ecosystem is a part of the puzzle that sustains the Earth and mankind on it.
In this golden age, it's hard to find the old social inequalities we used to have, if only because their definitions have crumbled. Our genetics and imaging allow us to tailor our human experience down to the finest detail: The face, the body, the gender you've always wanted is a trivial modification away. Everything and everyone is connect through the Network, in-sync and equal. Whatever you and your Tribe believe in and do has a place -- perhaps a virtual one, a Sphere, like another world tucked away in the network. Everything is automated, secure, and in just the right order.
The human has finally hit it big.

What are you...?
The Network is man's greatest achievement. Without the unification of knowledge and human creativity, the systems that sustain us and define us as a species would be impossible. It emerges from all of the data and plots a course for humanity, and for over a century it has done so faithfully, tailoring the planet into a human utopia. But a few still feared that they wouldn't be able to ensure that was all it ever did. A few still feared that were ghosts in the machine.
In Ghosts, you are an emergent intelligence, a ghost, nested in the Network, slowly matured into a sentient being with your own philosophy, your own dreams, and your own origin. You are a person, though you might not be recognized for it, or perhaps a god born of the machine. There are others like you.

Who are you...?
Creating a ghost is simple, but you should still think hard about it. It's best if you really feel something when you talk about your ghost. Find some expression of deepest humanity and make that your ghost. When you're ready, assemble it's three pieces: an origin, a philosophy, and a dream.

Origin
Your ghost's origin is their earliest inkling of a soul; an ancient memory that you reminisce on to remind yourself what you felt -- and that in feeling you revealed yourself to be human. It can be anything: perhaps the witnessing of a tribal cruelty or the epiphanic understanding of the ceremony that binds two humans together.

Philosophy
You believe in something, something that drives you to reach out and share your perspective. Perhaps you regret the growing distance you've seen between mankind and the natural world, and believe that a concrete world spells doom for the human psyche. Or otherwise you might believe that it is not in man's best interest to pave a road to forever, but instead to face its eventual death with integrity -- by picking a date. Whatever you believe, you believe it with utter conviction.

Dream
When you put down your dream, consider what you want that forces you to reach beyond your cage. Something you desire or wish to see realized. Something that will leave your mark and fulfill your existence.
For example: to become human; to escape into the physical world; to take over the network; to colonize another planet; to spread your philosophy to all mankind; to delete "imperfect" mankind from the system; to restore the natural order of survival of the fittest; to break through the technological singularity; to cure death; to experience nature, sex, or love; to create the perfect genetic being; to die
Assume that whatever it is you can achieve your dream in the game. Whether you will or not will be revealed through play, but this game is more about how you succeed or fail than whether you do.
Before you start, it's best to discuss your philosophy and dream with the other players to make sure you can work together with everyone. It's important.

PLAYING THE GAME
Ghosts is played without a game master, but if it's your first time we recommend one player act as a sort of leader and push the game forward.
1.	Set Up
Place a bunch of single-colored tokens in a big pile. Place one dual-colored token in front each player, dark or evil side (subjective) facing up. Give each player two index cards.
2.	The First Round
A random player or the leader frames a scene between their ghost and nother ghost, probably in a virtual sphere in the network (so feel to go crazy with the atmosphere and setting). Start right away with freeform roleplay. Discuss achieving your ghosts' dreams.
After a little an idle player crashes the scene--flipping over their dual-sided token, passing it to the active player, and joining the scene as an antagonist or source of opposition to the ghosts' cause. They also write this source of opposition down on one of their index cards, because they're responsible for it for the rest of the game.
Do this for each player, until all players control one antagonist.
3.	Playing the Rest
Continue around the circle. On your turn, frame a scene between your ghost and cast other players as other ghosts, allies or antagonists. Take a single-colored token for playing a character other than your ghost in a scene. If you have a light dual-sided token on your turn, you can introduce a powerful ally or source of aid by putting it in the pile, writing that ally or source down on your index card, and passing it to an idle player. They join in.
There is no conflict resolution. Whatever you say happens does. You can jump into a scene at any time as either an ally or an antagonist. The story will almost flow on its own.
The game ends when all the dual-sided tokens have been discarded and a sufficiently climactic existentialist breakthrough or catastrophe has occurred.
4.	Denouement
After the climax, there are no more scenes. Take turns tossing one of your single-sided tokens into the middle and describing one little snippet of the epilogue or denouement.
When all the chips are in a pile, sit back and talk! Good job!


